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The "shutter speed" is the amount of time a gate called the shutter allows light to pass through the lens to 

the film or digital sensor. A correct combination of "exposure settings" – shutter speedaperture, and film 

speed or electronic ISO "sensitivity" (amplification) – will give bright, contrasting pictures. The shutter 

speed itself must be kept within certain limits for overall sharp photos, and can be thoughtfully adjusted to 

blur specific parts for artistic effect. There are a few wrinkles with flash... 

Steps 

1. 1 

Learn a few of the need-to-know terms. The following terms are important ones to understand and be 

familiar with because they'll be the parts of the camera that you'll be using most: 

 Shutter. The device in a camera which obstructs passage of light to the sensor, and briefly opens to 

expose it to a controlled amount of light by means of which it will form the image. (The sensor might be 

film, but is generically called the "sensor" throughout.) 
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 Shutter speed. The time for which the shutter exposes the film, typically a small fraction of a second. 

Typically only the denominator is marked on the camera; i.e., "125" means 1/125 second. Exposures for 

multiple seconds are common only in very dim light and will be specially indicated on the camera, if they 

can be set at all; on a manual camera one uses a bulb (shutter is open while button is pressed) 

ortime (click to open, then to close) setting for them. 
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 Between-the-lens (leaf) shutter. This is a shutter that sits between two of the lens elements, typically 

somewhere in the middle of the lens in a mechanism that also incorporates the iris diaphragm. On a 

mechanical camera, its speed is usually set on the lens itself. It has a set of overlapping metal blades that 

rapidly swing completely open at the beginning and closed at the end of the exposure. 
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 These metal blades are the "leaves". (A focal-plane shutter also has metal blades, but they are called 

"curtains", because in the past they were rubberized cloth curtains.) 
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 Because the leaves are not near a focal plane, they do not cast their outlines on the sensor as shadows 

but gradually (very quickly) brighten and darken the whole image evenly. 

 A leaf shutter synchronizes with flash at all speeds. 

 Leaf shutters are common on all kinds of cameras except 35mm and digital SLRs, i.e., cheap and super-

expensive ones. 

 Because they can only fully open, change direction, and fully close so quickly, leaf shutters generally 

have a modest top speed of 1/500 second or so. 

 The leaf shutter on an SLR that has one (such as a medium-format SLR) stays open before the exposure. 

When the shutter button is pressed, the shutter closes, the mirror and a baffle behind it flip up out of the 

way of the film, and the shutter opens and closes rapidly. Similarly, the shutter of a digital camera with a 

video-camera-like "live view" display showing what the sensor sees on a monitor closes and opens briefly 

to take the picture. 

 Focal-plane shutter. This is a pair of curtains (cloth in old cameras, overlapping metal plates in new 

ones) very close to the sensor that slides across with a gap of adjustable width between both curtains. On 

a mechanical camera (as well as an electronic one), the speed is usually set on the camera body. 

Because they are near the focal plane, they do cast their shadows on the sensor. At low speeds, one 

opens, exposing the sensor to light, and after a time (typically a fraction of a second), the other follows in 

its path to cover the sensor back up. The fastest speed at which, at least for an instant, the whole sensor 

is exposed to light at once is called the "flash sync[hronization] speed". Like a leaf shutter, a focal-plane 

shutter can change speed and direction only so fast. But, because it does cast a more-or-less sharp 

shadow on the film, the two curtains can expose only a small part of the film at a time (in quick 

succession) by dragging a narrow slit across it. In this way, a focal-plane shutter can create extremely 

short exposure of any given part of the film, while taking a longer time (the flash-sync speed, more or 

less) for its overall operation. Focal-plane shutters on newer cameras have top speeds of up to 1/8000 

second and flash sync speeds of up to 1/250; those on older cameras have top speeds of more typically 

1/1000 and flash-sync speeds of 1/60. 

Camera with back open showing focal-plane shutter 

 35mm and digital SLRs almost all have focal-plane shutters. 

 The focal-plane shutter in a Graflex, including a Speed Graphic, is a single curtain with a series of 

different-sized slits. It is complicated to operate, though reliable; read and practice before you ruin a big 

piece of film (or damage the shutter somehow). 
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 Flash-sync speed. An electric flash is a very fast burst of light (1/1000 of a second or less, sometimes 

much less), essentially instantaneous for most purposes. Leaf shutters open fully and work with flash at 

all speeds; the camera simply sets off the flash when the shutter is wide open. As already discussed, a 

focal-plane shutter does not uncover the entire sensor at once but instead passes a slit over it past a 

certain speed setting; a flash would in this situation affect only part of the frame. The highest speed at 

which a focal-plane shutter has the entire sensor uncovered at once is the flash-sync speed, and the flash 

is triggered at that moment. 

 

 Fancy automatic cameras will often refuse to set a shutter speed above the flash-sync speed with a flash 

attached. 

 The flash-sync speed is often marked on a shutter-speed dial with a lightning bolt or different color. 

 A flash picture taken above the flash-sync speed is generally pretty bad looking – a strip is brightly 

exposed, and the rest is dim. 

 Some fancy automatic cameras with their dedicated flashes have a high-speed sync function that uses a 

series of flash bursts over time to evenly illuminate each part of the frame above the flash-sync speed. 

This mode is rarely useful because it reduces flash range (each part of the sensor gets only a flash burst 

that is weak from the small part of the capacitor's slowly-stored energy used for it), and often does not 
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work with some flash automation features. t might be useful for high-speed action photography such as 

close-ups of water drops. 

 

 Second-curtain sync. A feature on some fancy electronic cameras with focal-plane shutters which sets 

off the flash not immediately when the focal-plane shutter opens fully, but right before it begins to close. In 

a relatively long exposure of a moving subject, the bright flash exposure is of the subject at the end of its 

motion, with the soft blurred ambient-light exposure trailing behind it, rather than at the beginning of its 

motion with a trail in front of it. 
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 It generally gives a better look where it is noticeable at all, so consider setting it as a default. 

 It is not good for capturing a "decisive moment" due to the delay for the ambient-light exposure, but a long 

exposure isn't generally compatible with the casual hand-holding often needed for candid photography 

anyway. 

 Faster shutter speed / short exposure: One that exposes the film for less time. 1/125 second is faster than 

1/30 second. 

 Slower shutter speed / long exposure: One that exposes film for more time. 1/30 second is slower than 

1/125 second. 

 Stop: A factor of two in exposure. (Originally referred to the common spacing ofaperture or "stop" settings 

so as to vary exposure by increments of factors of two, which is generally the smallest increment that 

creates a "significant" difference in exposure changes in photography. For instance, 1/30 is 1 stop faster 

than 1/15, and 2 stops slower than 1/125 (the typical nominal speed rather than 1/120). 
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2.  

2 
Understand camera exposure basics. This article is not about correct exposure levels generally but only 

the specific effects of shutter speed. 
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3.  

3 
If you and your subject are more-or-less still, and you are not using a flash, pretty much all you 

need to do is check that the shutter speed is high enough to avoid camera-shake 

blur. Unlike aperture, where a change anywhere in the range will noticeably affect the picture by 

changing the extent of out-of-focus blur, a change in shutter speed has essentially no effect (other than 

on overall exposure level) unless something moves enough during the exposure to smear it by at least a 

pixel width. Even then it won't do much other than to make the picture a little soft unless something 

moves enough to smear it across many pixel widths. 

 A rule of thumb is that the shutter speed should be at least equal to the reciprocal of the focal length (on 

35mm). For instance, a 50mm lens should be casually handheld at speeds no slower than 1/50 second; a 

200mm, no slower than 1/200. Use a 35mm-equivalent focal length for smaller formats because the blur 

is magnified; use actual focal lengths for larger formats if you want the full sharpness the film can deliver 

rather than just an acceptably sharp image for modest enlargement. 

 An image-stabilizing lens or camera can let you hold the camera a stop or two slower, as can careful 

holding technique. The benefit is cumulative. 
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 Because camera shake is the sum of little random movements, not all in the same direction, the problem 

increases but not proportionately with slower shutter speed. For low-light photography in which camera 

shake, not subject motion, is the principal problem, a wide-angle fast lens (such as a 24mm f/2) is often 

better and less expensive than a narrower-angle super-speed lens (such as a 50mm f/1). (In such 

photography, camera shake is more of a problem than lens quality, so generally use the widest aperture 

and remember only the precise area of focus will be sharp, unless focus is at infinity, in which case the 

entire distant landscape will be sharp.) 

 

 Setting the camera on something sturdy (preferably a tripod) and bracing it or using the self-timer or a 

remote release to avoid bumping it when the shutter is tripped eliminates camera shake and leaves 

subject motion as the only limit on long exposures. People can hold acceptably still for up to, say, a 

quarter of a second, but you have to tell them not to move until you say to, not as soon as the camera 

clicks because it will still be exposing for a perceptible time. 
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4.  

4 
If the subject is moving, use a faster shutter speed to make it acceptably sharp. The shutter speed 

required depends on the rate at which the subject (or parts thereof) is moving across the frame, which in 

turn depends on its distance, its speed, and whether it is moving directly across the frame or toward or 

away from the camera (which, from the camera's point of view, makes it not slide across the frame but 

merely grow or shrink slowly). Try 1/125 as a starting point for candid pictures of people moving about 

slowly, or 1/500 for sports. 

 If you're moving, for instance walking or in a car, you'll need a high shutter speed such as 1/250 of a 

second at least. It is best to avoid camera-shake blur, because that does not subdue only certain parts of 

the picture but just makes it overall fuzzy. 

 If you're using a digital camera, zoom in when previewing the pictures to make sure they will not be too 

blurred when enlarged. If one is, increase the shutter speed for the next. 
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5.  

5 
It is often desirable not to freeze action completely. It can make the picture look like a picture of a 

statue, rather than of action. Choose a speed which will make most of the subject (for instance, a runner's 

torso) sharp, but the fastest-moving parts of it (for instance, a runner's feet, tires on a car, or a ball) soft. 

 Moving water can look sharp and hard, soft, or fuzzy and abstract like cotton candy as shutter speed 

slows down and the water moves faster. 
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 A flash with second-curtain sync will put a sharp image at the end of the softness, but, for sports, make 

sure the flash is allowed and will not distract the athletes. 

 Use the Technique of Panning for an alternative well-suited to moving subjects that move as a unit, such 

as cars. With it, you follow the subject so that mostly the background, rather than the subject, moves 

relative to the camera and is blurred. Panning is especially helpful for shutters with relatively low 

maximum speeds, such as leaf shutters, since it may be their only way to sharp photos of fast action. 
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6.  

6 
Long shutter speeds (you'll need a tripod) can turn subjects into abstract-looking streaks, or have 

bright lights such as car lights and fireworks trace themselves across an overall dark frame. They 

also let you illuminate a wide dark area with multiple manual flash bursts (don't get yourself, the flash, or 

anything very close to it, which would just turn white, in the picture.) 
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7.  

7 
Shutter speed considerations are a little different with flash. 

 This article only covers electronic flash. Flashbulbs are a little different; read about them specifically if you 

want to use them (though they're rare, normally impractical, and best saved as collector items now). 

 First, and most importantly, don't exceed the flash sync speed. That will give a bad picture. 

 Think of a flash picture as two images: one very sharp one of the area lit well by the flash or multiple 

synchronized flashes, which are quick enough to freeze pretty much any action, superimposed on one 

corresponding to the area's ambient lighting, which may be strong or weak, differently tinted (sunlight is 

about the same as flash), and possibly blurred by a long shutter speed and camera shake or subject 

movement. The flash component of exposure depends on aperture only, because the shutter will be open 

for the entire essentially instantaneous flash burst (or set of synchronized flash bursts); the ambient 

exposure depends on aperture and shutter speed as before. 
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 Take a photo using fill flash technique to use mostly ambient light, which is typically done with sunlight for 

its evenness and interesting shadows, and soften the shadows with a weak flash exposure. Set the 

exposure for the ambient light, and set the flash power for an aperture one (for much softness, suitable 

for women) or two (for less softness, suitable for men and objects) stops larger than that for the main 

exposure. This technique does not freeze action well because a blurred main exposure would overwhelm 

the flash exposure. 
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 A high flash-sync speed lets you let in more of a flash burst (wide aperture) without letting in too much 

ambient light (wide aperture but offset by fast shutter speed), for fill flash and freezing motion at greater 

distance. 

 In low light, or to freeze action in moderate light, set the aperture for the flash, but set the shutter speed to 

underexpose the background by not more than two stops or so unless you want it very dark. Set the color 

balance for flash (same as daylight) on a digital camera, because that will be the primary light source for 

the primary subject. Don't use a shutter speed much slower than you would use handheld for a still 

subject to avoid a great deal of blurring, but a little blur is OK because adequate illumination for pleasing 

ambiance is more important than sharpness. 
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 If you are using bounce flash or multiple synchronized flashes to illuminate the entire picture area, set a 

fast shutter speed to avoid blurring or color-balance shift from ambient light, and set an aperture 

compatible with the flashes' power. 
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8.  

8 
Use a digital camera for action photography, particularly where a little blur is desired. Moving 

subjects of photography are generally not prearranged or otherwise predictable, and you need to think to 

trip the shutter (or start a burst of photos) a fraction of a second before the desired picture seems likely to 

come into existence to account for human and shutter lag, so most of the pictures won't turn out well. 

There will be even more unpredictable error when the "right amount" of blur is desired. A digital camera 

(preferably an SLR, which focuses much faster) gives a lot of bad pictures for "free" and, mixed in, more 

good ones. A digital camera also lets you detect and fix problems during the picture-taking session, so 

you can be more sure to have set the camera right for at least some pictures. Film arguably can make 

somewhat better pictures once you know precisely what you're doing. 
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9.  

9 
Use an automatic mode when for quickness and convenience. If shutter speed is particularly 

important, and your subject is unlikely to hold still for you to play with your camera, set the shutter speed 

and let the camera choose generally-reasonable defaults for other settings with "shutter-priority" exposure 

mode. If shutter speed is not particularly important except to avoid camera shake, use "program" 

exposure mode (or the camera's more fully automatic "green" mode). In either case, some digital 

cameras can be set to "auto-ISO" to increase sensitivity (adds bits of noise, much less bad than 

overall blurring) where needed to prevent overly long exposures. 

 Shutter-priority mode may be the only way to choose a specific shutter speed on some compact cameras. 

Night mode permits a long shutter speed to properly expose for low ambient light; action or sports mode 

chooses a fairly high shutter speed to stop action. 
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Tips 

 Some older cameras' shutters will run slowly or stick open at slower speeds, generally due to 

accumulation of dirt or absence or fouling of lubricants. If your camera has this problem, have it serviced, 

or if you use it only occasionally, just avoid the slow speeds. 

 The "shutter speed" of a video camera, which generally would not involve a physical shutter but the timing 

of the electronic readout from its sensor for each frame, can sometimes be varied to capture sharp video 

of fast-moving objects or to compensate for aperture adjustment. 

 If a camera often mis-exposes film despite careful metering and normal lighting conditions, the shutter 

may need work. A focal-plane shutter problem can also cause uneven exposure across a frame of film. 

 


